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'So powerful. This book might just change the way you think about sport forever' - Sir Clive
Woodward'As brave as they come' - Gareth Thomas'I'm in my early forties. There are days when
I don't remember the names of my wife and four kids . . .'In 2003, England won the Rugby World
Cup. Steve Thompson was in England's front row, at the heart of the match, and at the heart of
the scrum - one of sport's most violent battlegrounds.But triumph came at a cost. Today, he
remembers nothing about playing in that final. In his words, watching the tape back is like
watching a ghost.The years of hurt, and the culture of sucking up punishment and coming back
for more, have taken a terrible toll. Steve has been diagnosed with early onset dementia, and
serious progressive brain damage. Steve and his wife Steph had a happy family life planned,
with decades ahead of them. Now he needs to capture these elusive memories for the sake of
his children, before they disappear forever.With stories contributed by his world-cup winning
teammates and his former manager, Sir Clive Woodward, Unforgettable is raw, powerful
storytelling. This tale of hope and courage stands as testament to the ultimate strength of the
human mind - and to a man no longer pushing himself to the limit for competition, but for his own
place in the world.
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LightAcknowledgementsIndexChapter 1THE ANGEL AND THE DEVILI’ve never googled
dementia. I’m afraid of what it might tell me.What I do know is the inside of my head is home to
an angel and the devil. They argue constantly. In fact, their bickering wears me out. When the
angel lifts me – ‘You’re allowed to feel good. It’s OK to feel positive’ – the devil immediately butts
in – ‘Forget it! You’re coming back down. And quick.’ There might not be anything in particular for
me to feel bad about, but suddenly I feel terrible, like I’m about to be crushed beneath a gigantic
black tyre rolling towards me.I don’t mind going through good times and bad times – that’s just
part of life – but this is different. I’ve been robbed of the ability to enjoy a good time, because the
bad-time thoughts are overwhelming. I’ve always been a fighter, always found a way to sort stuff
out, but this opponent not only isn’t going away, its gathering force mirrors my declining ability to
recognise its influence.Dementia with probable chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), a
degenerative brain disease, stares me down from the opposite corner of the ring. The boxing
comparison is apt – the only known cause of CTE is repeated blows to the head, hence the
phrase ‘punch-drunk’. Except while boxing matches are infrequent and last only a few rounds,
my time being smashed extends to hundreds of ultra-competitive rugby matches plus endless
brutal training sessions – thousands upon thousands of bangs, knocks, impacts and
concussions, the vast majority of which were barely noticed by me, teammates, staff or



opponents. ‘Oh look,’ a colleague would say as I lay on the deck, ‘he’s having one of his naps
again.’ Steve Thompson – he sleeps the sleep of the semi-conscious.Every one of those
collisions did its bit to form one of the ugly yellow pixels that, as I look at a scan of my brain,
represents dead tissue. I carry that picture around on my phone. I show it to people like I show
them pictures of my wife and children. ‘Here we are on holiday last year. And if I just scroll along
here’s my CTE.’ I’ve resisted the urge to have it as my screensaver. While it’s there for all to see,
nothing can ever be done about it. The damage is so deep that even Heineken can’t reach it –
God knows I’ve tried. In fact, the only way CTE can be diagnosed with 100 per cent absolute
certainty is by post-mortem dissection. In the meantime, you’ll have to take my and the experts’
word for it. It’s there. To be fair, the symptoms do add up. CTE affects emotions, steals
memories, leaves the sufferer frustrated and irritable, and can lead to suicidal thoughts. I’ve
never thought of myself as the perfect human specimen, but when it comes to CTE I most
definitely am.The result of all that battering to the brain – that CTE – is as stark as it is simple. I
have dementia. It’s described as being ‘early stage’, although already its effect is significant. I
leave the car running in the street for hours on end. I go to fetch a beer from the fridge and find
ten cans solidified in the freezer. I find myself stuck on the same book for months on end
because I have to keep going back to the beginning.The other day I was on at the dog for being
a pain. ‘Saxon! Saxon!’ I was saying. It wouldn’t even look at me. ‘Saxon!’ It was making me
angry now. And then I looked at my three-year-old. He most definitely was looking at me – and
he was terrified. What the hell was going on?‘You’re calling the dog Saxon,’ my wife Steph told
me. ‘His name’s Stan. Saxon’s your son.’It was a proper What was I thinking? moment. People try
to console me – ‘Oh, I get my kids’ names mixed up all the time.’ And I think, Yes, but not with the
dog.And that’s not the worst of it. I look at Steph, the woman I’ve shared everything with for ten
years, including four children, and can’t for the life of me remember her name. Let’s just think
about that for a second. How could not knowing your wife’s name even be a thing? We all know
our partner’s name, right? It’s second nature. There doesn’t even have to be a link made in the
brain. Name. Boom! There it is. Right there.And yet in the past couple of years something
unimaginable has happened, as bizarre as it is heartbreaking. Steph will be there in front of me,
and I’ll be staring at her – staring hard – and there’ll be nothing. In my head I’ll be thinking, I know
it! I know her name! – like you might see someone momentarily stumped for the right answer on
a quiz show. But the reality is this answer has gone. And unlike some stupid quiz show it matters.
Knowing your wife’s name really matters. In that moment, it’s hard to think of anything that could
possibly matter more – which in itself isn’t a great help when you’re desperately searching
through the cluttered drawers of your mind, getting a fleeting glimpse of what you’re after only for
it to disappear again amongst the bric-a-brac, the tangle, the rubbish. It happens once and you
think, OK, that’s just a one-off. A brain-freeze. It could happen to anyone. I’ve seen it in the
changing room. The captain looks at a bloke he’s played alongside a hundred times and there it
is – that moment where he can’t propel his name to the front of his mind. Mildly embarrassing.
Quite funny even for those watching. It happens. People get confused. But your partner’s name?



Really? Surely not ever. But I do it over and over again. One minute it’s there, the next it’s gone.
Steph describes it as me turning into a complete blank. Like someone has switched me off at the
mains. The only way to switch me on again is for her to say, quietly and firmly, ‘I’m Steph.’ At
which point something unspoken, a recognition of what’s happening, will pass between us and
we’ll carry on. Not that it makes it OK. Like any couple, when me and Steph married it was
together forever. And suddenly, we have yet again been reminded, she finds herself with some
bloke who can’t even remember what she’s called. She knows it’s not me being mentally lazy,
that I think so little of her that I genuinely can’t instantly recall her name, but hard to imagine it’s
not hurtful. Somewhere, however deep, it must be. We’re two sides of the same coin. Steph and
Steve, Steve and Steph – not a hard one to remember. Like fish and chips, salt and vinegar –
ruck and maul.Other times we’ll be having a conversation and I’ll just stop mid-sentence. Totally
gone. Like the drawbridge has been pulled up on my brain. Again, Steph has got used to it. She’ll
just give me a prompt – ‘You were talking about this . . .’ – but it’s another nudge, another little
reminder of what’s happening, the riptide running silently beneath our feet, dragging us away
from the shore. Dementia, it seems, can never be forgotten.Guilt is the overriding emotion. I think
it again and again – This isn’t what she signed up for. This isn’t what I told her it was going to be.
And then, like a knee in the side of the head, I think, What is her future going to be? I don’t mean
that in some wishy-washy way; I mean, in the nuts and bolts of reality, what will it really be like for
her looking after a husband with dementia? I look at her sometimes – I can’t believe what I’ve
done to you. I won’t be a husband, I’ll be a patient. You won’t be a wife, you’ll be a nurse.Steph’s
the strongest person I know. So solid. So together. Her reaction to the diagnosis was simple – ‘I’ll
care for you – of course I will. There’s nothing more to say.’ And I know she’ll make it work. That’s
the way she is. She loves being a mum, looking after people. I couldn’t love her more for that, but
it doesn’t stop me worrying. You don’t get to play hooker for England if you’re five foot two and
weigh eight stone. I’m six foot three and eighteen stone. I’m OK for now but the time could well
come when she’ll need to move me, potentially carry me around, lift me off the toilet, put me in
bed. What on earth will that be like?I can’t help feeling how far removed that nightmare will be
from our original dream. Because we met quite late, we made a clear decision to have children
quickly. The result of that is Seren (nine), Slone (seven), Saskia (five) and Saxon (three). The
idea was that by the time they grew up, we’d still be young enough to have time to ourselves.
We’d sacrifice some togetherness early on and get it back later in spades. After all, being fifty,
sixty even, isn’t like it was in the old days. When I was a kid, fifty-year-olds were proper old. They
looked old, dressed old, acted old. Now all that’s gone. Being older is a very different thing.
People are incredibly active; their lifestyles are better. They live longer and stay young with it. We
loved that idea – enjoying our time with the kids and then growing old together. Now that’s been
taken away, and that’s where Steph does feel the injustice. We were always going to enjoy those
older years, and now, while physically we’ll be together, there’ll be the two of us sitting in front of
the TV – ultimately, we’ll be apart. Only one of us will know what the hell’s going on.That’s
without the effect on the kids. I love them so much but can’t help but wonder how responsible it



was to bring into the world children who are effectively, to one extent or another, going to have to
look after me when they’re older. I feel sick at what I’m going to leave them all to deal with. Steph
will have me to care for, the kids to worry about, and then together they’re all going to have to
care for me.There’s a constant ebb and flow of contrasting emotions within me. One wave brings
positivity – OK, I’ve got something wrong with me, but we can understand it and work with it. The
next brings a tsunami of mental despair. What am I going to put the kids through? How long do I
have left before the clock stops and the bomb goes off?A couple of times I’ve been near tears.
The other day Saskia came over and gave me a cuddle and a kiss on the forehead. ‘What’s that
for?’ I asked. ‘You’ve got a poorly head,’ she replied. I can only think she’d overheard a couple of
mums talking to Steph about my diagnosis in the playground, but I still find it incredible that a
four-year-old can zone in on a problem like that.She’s not the only one. The bedtime routine is I
take the kids up for stories every night. When I’ve finished, they now all kiss my head before they
go to sleep. They used to do the same to an elbow if I’d knocked it, or my hands if they’d swelled
up through work. Feel your children’s lips on your forehead in any circumstances and it’s hard
not to feel emotional. Now that emotion is times a thousand. When I shut their bedroom doors I
just stand there on the landing trying to take it all in. It’s lovely that they kiss my head, but at the
same time it’s so incredibly sad. I try to put on a brave face. It’s one of them, isn’t it? Do you show
your true self and fall apart a little bit? Or do you hide things a little and just try to stay together
for them? It’s OK to say, ‘It’s good for the kids to see how you are.’ But it’s a fine line between that
and scaring them. For a little kid a dad is their rock, and I’m not sure they will see me as a rock if
I’m constantly falling apart. The time will come when they’re a bit older to tell them properly. I
don’t want to frighten them now.I might be a big bruiser of a bloke, but that doesn’t mean I
blunder through life without thinking. Truth is, at any given point, my brain is a swirling cauldron.
What people see on the outside doesn’t always match what’s happening on the inside. The other
day, for instance, when I was cuddling Seren, I could feel everything boiling up – frustration,
anger, and that big overhanging question mark Why? mixed in with the intense love I felt for this
beautiful little figure beside me. In that moment I felt myself breaking down. Luckily, Steph and
the kids went out somewhere, and in their absence I managed to pull myself together. I don’t
ever want the children to see me cry. They shouldn’t see their dad like that.Other times,
detachment is not so easy as hearing the front door slam. Some days not only am I living my
experience but it feels like I’m watching myself live it, too. I look down on myself and think Why
am I here? I’m broken. It would be a lot easier for everyone if I just did myself in. People brand
those who take their own life as selfish – I have done exactly that myself in the past – but to do so
totally ignores the headspace they’re in. A lot of time they think they’re being the absolute
opposite of selfish. They believe they’re doing it so that others around them can be spared the
shrapnel of their problems. I’m no different. I start to think of the future in terms of the now. That
the pain, the trauma, could be gone, for everyone, in the blink, the closing, of an eye. Short-term
pain for long-term gain. I could end this now. It’s me who’s the problem, so if I go then the
problem goes with me. The kids will be better off without me. They’ll escape from having to care



for me. Yes, if I die, they’ll be upset. But after a while they’ll come to terms with what’s happened
and move on. It will be a lot less stress for everyone. I’ll set them all free.At my lowest, Steph
sees this bleak quandary in me. I got upset just the other day. ‘I’m exhausted,’ I told her. ‘Just let
me go. It’s so hard to keep fighting, to have this constant good cop, bad cop thing going on in my
head. And it can’t ever really get any better.’ She cradled my head like a baby. At times like that
I’m as helpless as one.The split-second threat that suicidal thoughts bring to me and my family
isn’t imagined – it’s real. I was getting a train to London the other day, the first time I’d done so in
a while. A lightning-fast inter-city came thundering towards the platform. It wasn’t going to stop.
The idea came from nowhere. I could just jump in front of the engine. That’s the way to do it. In a
flash – gone. I saw myself do it, as if I was being filmed from above. The express blasted through,
engine and then carriages whizzing past me no more than two feet from my head. The sudden
gust of air brought me back to reality. I started messaging Steph – I’m on a mad downer. And as
ever she managed to calm me down. But in that moment the thought of ending it was so real I
could touch it. I could do this. I could actually do this. In those lowest of times, Steph – amazing,
understanding, incredible Steph – will always listen and talk me round.Not long after, I was
watching one of those emergency reality TV shows with Seren. There was a dad who was dying
– his wife and their baby would be left without him. Seren broke down. ‘I don’t want anything to
happen to you.’ For a good while after she got really clingy. Sassy has been the same. I sit down
and within seconds she’s there. Same with Saxon and Slone. I’m so close to them all and I’m
determined to push the dark thoughts away and keep them that way as long as I possibly
can.Sometimes, though, I wonder about those times when I feel a detachment from myself, from
reality, as if I’m a viewer of my own life. Is that what it will be like when I’m further down the line?
When I’ve reached a destination where there’s no coming back. Will I be watching myself as
others try to get through to me? Staring into my own blank eyes as others do the same? Trying
to make sense of the nonsense I’m speaking. It’s a question that can never have an answer. By
then the time bomb will have stopped ticking – it will be too late.That is why I am writing this
book: to tell my story, to you, to my children – and to myself.Chapter 2FORGOTTENIwas working
away from home repairing a burst water main. Where once my work gear was rugby boots, shirt
and shorts, now, flushing out water mains, it’s all hi-vis vests and steel toe-capped shoes. Covid
was at its peak and so I was in a bubble with another lad, Shaun. We worked and lived together
for several weeks in Kendal, at the southern end of the Lake District. There was nowhere to go in
the evening, no live sport on the telly, nothing. It felt like the world had forgotten how to live. To fill
the void, ITV decided to show the entire 2003 Rugby World Cup. Shaun liked his rugby and
suggested we give it a go. I’d never seen any of those games back. Why would I? I was in it. I
was there. But throughout that July, Shaun and I watched England’s journey to the final. Every
night I’d cook us a bit of dinner and then we’d put the rugby on.First up was our pool game
against Georgia. As the minutes ticked by, something became clear to me – I didn’t remember
any of it. Shaun would ask me bits and pieces – ‘What was he like? What happened there?’ –
and I could remember nothing. At one point I crossed the line to score. Great – except it was a



bigger surprise to me than to my mate. I wasn’t too worried. It was only a pool game, and a very
routine one at that.A few days later we were back in front of the TV for the second match, this
time against one of the big boys – South Africa. Again, nothing. I might as well have been
watching Countdown for all the physical and emotional connection I felt. It was like watching a
stranger, not knowing who they were or what they might do next. The next encounter, versus
Samoa, was exactly the same. Not a single spark of recollection. I was on the bench for our final
group-stage match against Uruguay, but considering we won 111-13 you’d think there’d be at
least one small nugget of recollection.I’m sure Shaun must have thought I was mad. No wonder
he tells everyone, ‘He used to be my hero – then I met him.’ But I kept putting the emptiness
down to distance. I know to a lot of people that World Cup feels like yesterday, but it was in fact
nearly twenty years ago. There’s only so many games you can carry with you, and the early
stages of a tournament aren’t generally where the excitement and memories exist. The knockout
games carry the lasting impressions, the high stakes. The first was the quarter-final against
Wales. Steeped in rivalry, any clash between these two should be unforgettable, let alone a big
World Cup encounter. But while I saw passion on the pitch, I felt none in my heart. The
adrenaline that no doubt pumped through my veins that day had been replaced by sludge. The
semi with France, a game with so much riding on it, was equally devoid of mental flashpoints. I
might as well have been watching a rerun of an obscure Premier League football match. There
was absolutely no connection, physical or emotional, as if I’d woken from a coma with no idea
who I used to be. A spotlight was being shone on my life but I had no memory of being part of
the show.Maybe, though, there was one last chance. I began to wonder if, because the final
became so all-consuming, so legendary, my mind had airbrushed those other games away. Why
keep files you’re never going to access? Why hang on to memories that have been made
forgettable by what happened immediately afterwards? Yes, perhaps that’s it. It’s not that there’s
something wrong with me. It’s actually just my brain doing what anybody else’s would do. I mean
it’s like a memory stick, isn’t it? There’s only so much space. Delete and replace – we all do
it.And so there I am sat in front of the TV for the final. The teams run out on to the pitch,
separated by the trophy. Right, I think, don’t remember that. A massive cauldron of noise, 83,000
fans in the Telstra Stadium, half of it clad in white waving St George’s Cross flags. People had
headed out there in their thousands. I do remember that. Or do I just know about it? I’ve seen it in
pictures. I don’t think that’s me remembering something – it’s just knowing it happened.Here’s
the national anthem. The boys are really going at it. Lawrence Dallaglio is absolutely smashing it.
It looks like his lungs are going to burst. And there’s me. I look a bit nervous – on my toes,
hopping about, big blow of the cheeks as ‘God Save the Queen’ finishes. Was I nervous? I’m
basically watching a stranger. How can anyone know what a stranger is feeling inside?Kick-off.
Four minutes in and the Aussies score. Stephen Larkham sends a high kick straight into the
hands of Lote Tuqiri. Jason Robinson’s up against him on the try line but it’s hardly a fair contest
– Jason’s seven inches shorter. This is the best known, most remembered, game in the history
of English rugby, and it might as well be live for all I can recall of what’s going on.Two penalties



from Jonny Wilkinson’s golden boot put us in front. Concentrating for long periods isn’t my thing
any more and my mind starts to wander. There are questions I get asked all the time – and ‘What
was Jonny Wilkinson like?’ is one of the more common. Bound to be – he became a national
hero on the back of what he achieved at that tournament. Others include, ‘What did Martin
Johnson say in the dressing room before the final?’ and ‘What was Clive Woodward like as a
bloke?’ The honest answer to any question of this nature is always the same – I don’t know. I feel
an absolute fraud when people ask me these things and I say I can’t remember. The look on
their faces gives away what they’re thinking – He can’t be bothered. He thinks he’s too important
to speak to the likes of me. If it was the other way round, I’d be exactly the same – Of course you
can remember. What are you on about? The last thing I ever want to do is come across as up my
own arse. I find it absolutely mortifying that someone would think me so arrogant that I would
brush them away; that I would willingly hurt their feelings. It reminds me of when I was a kid
watching Northampton Town. Striker Trevor Morley was my big hero, his goals taking the
Cobblers to the old Fourth Division title. One day I waited ages outside the stadium in the rain.
Eventually he emerged. My big moment.‘Please can I have your autograph?’‘Fuck off,’ he replied
and got in his car. It broke my heart.I’ve never forgotten that feeling. I never wanted to be like that
as a player and, when people ask me to relive the excitement, the big moments, the fun we had
and the scrapes we got into, I don’t want anyone to think I haven’t got time for them. I know I’ve
lived their dreams and they just want to know a little bit about how that feels. I’m not being
awkward. But there is nothing there. Nothing there. I simply don’t know what to say and I’m
embarrassed.My attention returns to the screen. Another Jonny pen and then Jason goes over
in the corner for a try. I note how his celebration sees him punch the ball further than I could ever
throw it in the lineout. The half-time whistle blows and we troop off, winning by 14 points to 5.I
often try to test my memory by thinking what the changing rooms in various stadiums were like.
Again, ex-players are often asked about these things – who they sat next to, was there a team
bath, that kind of thing – but I can’t provide even the most basic of descriptions let alone reveal
whose jockstrap was hanging off the light fitting, and the Telstra Stadium is no different. The only
changing room I can recall is the shitty little one they used to have at Bath, a memory that
unfortunately seems to be ingrained. Other than that, I wouldn’t have the foggiest about any of
them – Lansdowne Road, Murrayfield, the Millennium Stadium, Stade de France. Not even the
changing room at Franklin’s Gardens, Northampton, which was my home from home for a
decade. I tell you, if I was stood on the pitch at Twickenham right now and someone asked me
how to get to the changing rooms I genuinely wouldn’t have a clue. I’d probably point them in the
direction of the groundsman’s shed.The second half is under way. I see England dominate but
the Aussies fight back to tie the scores at the final whistle. Before extra time I see our captain
Martin Johnson giving us the gee-up. I assume he is anyway. I’ve no recollection of what he
actually said.England edge ahead again before Elton Flatley again ties the scores with a penalty.
Even I know what happens next – ninety-nine minutes on the clock, there’s a lineout. I throw the
ball, find Lewis Moody, and the ball eventually ends up in the hands of Jonny. Lewis mentioned



that throw to me recently. He told me it hit him straight in the nuts. ‘I thought I’d aim at your brain,’
I replied.Jonny has barely half a second to line up the drop goal and kick between the posts
before he’s closed down. Occasionally, I hear Ian Robertson’s legendary commentary on BBC
Radio 5 Live – ‘He drops for World Cup glory! It’s up – it’s over! He’s done it!’ But there’s no
emotion in me, watching it, hearing it. Same as there isn’t now. The referee blows and it’s all over.
I see a clip of me, Lewis and Jason Leonard laughing and celebrating. It’s the sort of thing that
should give me goosebumps. All I see is a fat lad, round head, big arse.On the podium I spot
myself stood between my fellow front-row forwards, Phil Vickery and Trevor Woodman. We’re
given our medals before Johnno lifts the World Cup. I see myself jumping about as the trophy is
passed around. Normally, when you look back on a big occasion in your life, your heart rate
increases, you feel excitement, the hairs on the back of your neck stand up. None of that
happens. I don’t expect it to. By now it’s all become very obvious – that part of me, that version of
me, is dead.I held the World Cup and I don’t remember it.By all accounts, Prince Harry popped
into the changing room afterwards. He might have spoken to me – I really have no idea. And
that’s the same with any of the celebrations that happened on the night, and those that came
afterwards. I’ve seen photos of our arrival back at Heathrow, the crazy numbers who crammed
into the arrivals hall at the horrendously anti-social hour of 4.30am to greet us, but the video in
my head has been erased. The victory parade back in London is something else that people,
understandably, want to talk to me about. They’ll tell me where they were in the crowd. Or they’ll
just remember the incredible buzz of being part of a real moment in time. Something that had
never happened before. Sporting history.‘Wow,’ they say to me, thinking that whatever incredible
emotions they experienced I must have felt 10,000 times more, ‘that must have been amazing!’
And why wouldn’t they think that? All of us, a proper team of mates, who’d achieved the ultimate
together, on an open-top bus winding through central London, waving, laughing, swigging
champagne and beer, taking it in turns to lift the trophy in front of a sea of people. Maybe, like me
– typical Thommo – putting it on my head (I’ve seen the pics). And yet all I can really do is nod or
smile or look at them blankly. Again, I can’t help thinking how disappointing that must be, or how
rude people must think I am. But I can’t remember being on that bus. It’s the same with being
shortlisted for World Player of the Year. I know it happened. It’s there on Google. Beyond that,
zilch.Lewis recently sent me some photos of our time in Australia. I see us on the beach at
Manly, in restaurants with various teammates sharing vast plates of ribs, enjoying a quiet
morning in a coffee shop. It’s not upsetting looking at old pictures. It can’t be upsetting because
that would mean there’s some kind of emotional attachment to the image. But there isn’t –
there’s nothing. I know you, I think as I look into my eyes, but I don’t remember being you.There’s
another photo in that little collection of post-World Cup euphoria. It’s of the entire squad at
Buckingham Palace for a picture with the Queen, a corgi trundling across in front of Her Majesty
just at the moment the shutter clicks. I’m in the back row for a change, grinning and, predictably
enough, facing the wrong way. I saw it on Twitter not long ago and then looked at the shoes
everyone is wearing. So that’s where I got them! For ages I’ve had a favourite pair of shoes – soft



brown leather – and been wondering where the hell they came from. Turns out, they’re my official
World Cup shoes. Well, I think I can call them that. I’ve had them mended so many times that
they’re like Trigger’s old brush in Only Fools and Horses – only instead of seventeen new heads
and fourteen new handles it’s five new uppers and three new soles.We’d be back at the Palace
after being awarded the MBE in the New Year Honours, another momentous occasion which
doubles as a blank page in my mental diary. I know bits and bobs about the day because Lewis
has told me, which is something that can in itself be a source of confusion for people with early-
onset dementia. I don’t mean being spoken to by Lewis, although that is quite confusing, I mean
the memories – owned and borrowed – that together form a congealed mulch in the brain. Are
these really my memories, or are they just things I’ve heard elsewhere? The BBC Sports
Personality of the Year show is a case in point. I know I went because I still have the plaque we
were each given when we won Team of the Year. Beyond that, I recall absolutely nothing. I know,
though, that if someone tells me about that night, my brain will try to take ownership of that
memory. It might immediately vanish, it might linger for a while, or an echo of it might stay. If it
does, I will eventually have no idea whether the memory is my own or if it comes from elsewhere.
I’m so messed up I don’t even know if I’m using my own brain.My life post-World Cup was a
whirlwind of functions, awards and events. But if there wasn’t photographic evidence I totally
wouldn’t believe it, same as I wouldn’t accept I’d spent that momentous evening in the Telstra
Stadium in the first place. I was there – of course I was – but at the same time I was non-existent.
If you have no memory of an occasion, the fact you were part of it is completely and utterly
meaningless. How are you meant to bring it to life in your mind? How do you dig up a forgotten
past and make it real? As far as I know, archaeologists don’t search for long-lost brain cells. If I’m
wrong on that one, please do give me a call.For me, memory of the 2003 World Cup can only be
rebuilt definitively by those I shared the experience with – the teammates and coaches who
made that achievement possible.It got me thinking. I wonder if . . .Chapter
3RECONSTRUCTIONIt’s a strange thing asking people to rebuild a brain. It’s all a bit Six Million
Dollar Man, and that was Steve Austin, not Thompson. But I had a think about who was best
placed to implant some reminders of a vanished glory. I thought about Lewis Moody, big daft
Lewis – ‘Mad Dog’ by his own admission. The first England player to be sent off at Twickenham.
A man who once gave Johnno a ‘dig’ in training and survived to tell the tale. A man as loyal to a
cause as anyone I’ve ever known, who would run through brick walls – and massive Samoans –
without a second thought. Lewis and I come from very different backgrounds – by his own
admission he’s a posh public schoolboy, a million miles from someone with an upbringing like
mine – but, like me, he never prejudged anybody, and right from the start we just got on. He was
very funny, not always intentionally, and had a habit of forgetting the pin number for his bank
card at very convenient times.Then there was Ben Cohen who, when I first encountered him as
a teenager in Northampton, so generously christened me Shrek. Ben, of course, would never
attract such a nickname. He’s graced a thousand magazine covers, normally plastered in male
grooming products and clad in a distressingly small pair of underpants. People would often say



to me, ‘How on earth are you friends with Ben?’ But to me Ben’s like a pair of trainers that are
falling apart – you can’t help putting them on now and then.Lewis and Ben know me warts and
all. Down the years, I’ve shared everything with them – the big stuff, the little stuff, and everything
in between. Together we’ve travelled the world, got horrendously drunk, and won the World Cup.
And now, all of a sudden, I’ve popped up, tapped them on the shoulder and said, ‘Actually boys,
I don’t remember any of it.’ Paul Grayson (Grays), the long-serving Northampton fly-half, who
also played in that 2003 campaign, was of a different generation to us three idiots. He’d seen
something special in me from the start and had really taken me under his wing at Saints, for
which I’ll always be immensely grateful.On the coaching side, Sir Clive Woodward was, of
course, immense. It was his vision, his master plan, to get England playing a different way, one
that not only would make us the best in the world but see us play some incredible rugby while
travelling along that road. Clive’s contribution, not just to rugby but to English sport, can never be
overestimated.I also had great respect for Andy Robinson (Robbo), Clive’s number two. While
Clive oversaw proceedings from a distance, Andy was much more hands-on, right at the centre
of implementing the formula that would take us eventually to that big night in Sydney. Clive might
have the odd word in the ear, whereas Robbo would just growl.Specialist lineout coach Simon
Hardy was the man who had the vast knowledge and even greater patience to take my
nightmarish relationship with the lineout throw and turn it into something half-decent. Simon was
relentless in his approach. He tracked me like that cop does Harrison Ford in The Fugitive. There
were times I pulled back my curtains in the morning and fully expected his face to be pressed
against the window.Thankfully, all were happy to sit down and help put the jigsaw back together.
What follows are the fruits of those conversations. Some memories are sweet; a few, particularly
one or two of Ben and Lewis’s, would really have been better left to rot on the tree! To all those
who spoke on my behalf, who became my memory, I am forever grateful. I would like to refute
here and now, however, Lewis’s suggestion that I once dangled Rory McIlroy off a pub
balcony.Ben: In the lead-up to the World Cup I was rooming with Wally – he was Steve Walter
when I first knew him [more on this later]. It was like being in with an animal – an animal who
snores violently. Winning a World Cup is hard work. We were getting flogged in training and a bit
of sleep would have been a great help. One night I’d had enough. ‘For fuck’s sake, Wall, shut the
fuck up!’He absolutely exploded. ‘That’s it!’ he spluttered. ‘That is fucking it!’ He was having a
right go at me, calling me every name under the sun, as if I was the one causing the problem.
‘I’ve had enough,’ he said, ‘I’m going.’He got up, pulled this huge queen-sized mattress off his
bed and dragged it into the bathroom. The mattress was so big and the bathroom so small that
he had to fold it in half like a piece of bread, with him the hot dog in the middle.‘Right,’ he said,
‘fuck off! I’m going to sleep.’‘Night, Wall.’I gave it a couple of minutes and knocked – ‘Wall,’ I said,
‘I need to use the toilet.’ He went off his absolute rocker. I thought about the consequences of
pushing the situation. ‘It’s OK, mate,’ I told him. ‘I’ll do it in a bottle.’Wally and I have a long history
of room-sharing disputes. In a twin room, most hotels would stick a double and a single. We’d
race each other to the corridor before a violent battle to be first through the door. On one



occasion, I forced my way in before him and jumped on the double bed only for the legs to give
way. Immediately, I leapt across on to the single – ‘Yours is the double, Wall!’ He had to sleep on
a 45-degree angle. And that’s exactly what he did. Wall, the great snorer, would sleep through
anything.Lewis: I would share with Thommo a lot. He had a long-running problem with psoriasis
– and two possible solutions. One was to let the skin see the sun. The other was to apply an all-
over body cream and let it air-dry. When I was sharing with Thommo he always seemed to
choose the second option. After a while I could guarantee one thing – whenever I came back to
the room with my wife or agent, also a woman, we’d be confronted by a stark-bollock naked
Thommo casually wandering round the room slowly drying off.Steve: To be fair, I did used to
spend my time doing other things.Lewis: Thommo had an air rifle. We’d spend a lot of time at the
England training HQ at Pennyhill Park, in Bagshot, not too far from Twickenham. It was a
converted old manor house, big place, backing on to a forest, and surrounded by acres of
grounds. We had a lot of downtime and the lads were always finding ways to entertain
themselves. PlayStations and reading were popular. Thommo brought along a gun. Our
entertainment became rifle shooting. At first it was a cardboard fox on the window ledge. That
progressed to setting up cans out the back of our window. We used to hide the rifle under the
bed, away from the cleaner, but word must have got round because one day a staff member
approached Thommo. We feared the worst, but actually he mentioned there was a bit of a
pigeon problem and wondered if Thommo could possibly help. From that point on, whenever he
wasn’t in training, Thommo would wander round the hotel with his rifle and perch himself in
various positions like an Assassin’s Creed sniper, picking off pigeons left, right and centre. God
knows what people thought was going on.Steve: This is why I wanted people other than Ben and
Lewis to contribute their memories – so there’d be something in this chapter other than what an
idiot I was. I mean, surely I was an OK player as well?Grays [Paul Grayson]: When you’re an
older player you occasionally hear names of local kids who are doing good things. At
Northampton, Ben and Steve’s names came up as boys who had some potential – as well as
some seriously rough edges. When I first met Wally, he was a very, very capable tearaway.
Sometimes you see potential and think, Crikey, if they can just get it right, there’s no limit to
where they can go as a player. When Steve began to progress to hooker, I wrote an article for
the Northampton Chronicle & Echo basically saying that Steve Thompson could be the best
player in the world in his position. He absolutely had the lot, freakishly so.Steve: According to
Grays, things really started to happen for me when England took me on their tour of North
America in 2001.Grays: We’d gone to Los Angeles to play America A at UCLA, a classic fly-in-fly-
out tour game. Steve had a knee injury but came on as sub in the back row with about fifteen
minutes to go, the first time Clive Woodward had seen him properly up close – it was a university
so we were just standing on the side of the field. In those fifteen minutes Wally absolutely tore it
to shreds. He beat people, won physical collisions, and really looked the part. I can remember it
clear as crystal. That was the moment the light bulb clicked with Clive. You could see him
thinking, I’ve found something here. That was the game that sealed Wally’s future. If he could



learn to throw properly he was going to be immense.Sir Clive: To a man, the team that won in
2003 was exceptional – I was blessed with some amazing players across the field – but the one
position I felt we weren’t world class in was hooker. I searched for the final part of the jigsaw.
From nowhere came Steve. Fast, courageous, skilful. I knew then we had the team to win the
World Cup.Steve came to America with us as a back-row forward, more to be with the squad
than anything. He was a big tough guy and I liked him straight away. I clearly remember saying to
him, ‘The problem is, Steve, you’re up against Lawrence Dallaglio, Richard Hill and Neil Back.’
Lewis Moody was in that mix as well. It was then that I asked him, ‘Have you ever thought about
playing in the front row?’Grays: I’d gone on that tour as the kicking coach. England’s best players
were away with the Lions. I told Trevor Woodman, Steve Thompson and Phil Vickery, ‘You three
will be the front row for England in the World Cup.’Clive: Everyone thought Jason Leonard and
Graham Rowntree would start the World Cup at one and three. They were good players, good
scrummagers, but in the back of my head I knew that if we wanted to do something more we had
to change the whole vision of the front row. So many hookers and props saw the position as
scrums and lineouts. That to me was just the start. I needed the team to go to a new level. Yes, a
front-row player has to scrummage, but that’s just the basics; that’s what gets them in the team.
When it came to Woodman, Thompson and Vickery, I could really talk to all three of them. I told
them I wanted them to do far more than scrummage: ‘We won’t win the World Cup by just being
great at scrummages. We’ll lose it if we’re not great at scrummages, but we certainly won’t win
it.‘If a front rower wants to win a World Cup,’ I told them, ‘they’ve got to run round the pitch,
tackle, pass. They’ve got to play like back rowers.’Robbo [Andy Robinson]: The days of the old
hooker, who was maybe a little bit podgy, were disappearing. Thommo’s speed meant that he
could play in the wider channels, and that’s what we saw about him playing in the front row. His
athleticism and power offered the England team so much.Lewis: We were used to players like
Brian Moore and Richard Cockerill, small blokes, as hookers. They were seen to fit easier into
that middle part of the front row. Thommo was the opposite. He was the size of a back rower and
significantly heavier. When we first met, he was actually a number six and I was a number eight.
He didn’t even get to play. But as a hooker, he was a pioneer. He came into his own at scrum
time in terms of bossing it around. I loved how much he controlled it, even when he first came
into the squad.Ben: He had everything – great footwork, he could link, run over people. He was
also someone who, if necessary, could be a bit old school, get down and dirty, which every great
team needs. It was like someone had made the perfect hooker.Clive: Phil Larder, our defence
coach, loved Steve, because he could tackle, he could hit, he could do everything like a back
rower. In my mind I began to see that front row of Vickery, Thompson, Woodman. Vickery and
Woodman weren’t massive – in fact, whereas normally hookers are smaller than props, Steve
was bigger than both – but, similar to Steve, they were very athletic. I asked our specialist
scrummaging coach, Phil Keith-Roach, about Steve. ‘What do you think? Can we do this?’ As a
player, I’d never thrown a ball at a lineout or been in the scrum – it was a dangerous place I’d
never wanted to go! – and so if I wanted to make Steve the best hooker in the world, I needed



that expertise. After a couple of sessions with Steve, Phil’s answer was clear: ‘If he wants to do it,
he can do it.’ Suddenly we had this kid, Thompson. The rest is history.Steve: I was lucky that I
came into the England squad when I did. Eighteen months later and I’d never have enjoyed that
glory. Yes, you need ability, but you also need so much luck to go with it.Ben: Wally was really up
against it when he came into that World Cup-chasing team, one of the last to do so. He
epitomised the sheer application needed to reach that level.Clive: He had to work hard. He had
all the back-row skills. No doubt about it, he was a back-row forward. It was a big shift for him,
like asking Lawrence Dallaglio if he wanted to play hooker. In Lawrence’s case, he’d have just
looked at me and said, ‘You’ve got to be joking!’ Steve said, ‘Yes, I want to do it.’ He knew this
was a special group of players with the potential to really do something and saw there was a
hole at hooker. He knew that if he could get the lineout right he’d be in the team.Steve: Easier
said than done. When I started out as hooker I had zero confidence in my ability to throw the ball
at a lineout. At Saints, if we had the ball in our 22 and kicked it long I’d be desperate for the
opposition to run with it rather than send a long kick back. If they did take the aerial route, I’d feel
a shiver go down my spine. If that kick goes into touch, I’m going to have to throw it. Don’t go out!
Don’t go out! And, of course, out it would go. That might sound stupid but it wasn’t like my move
to hooker, for club or country, had come over time. It was virtually an overnight conversion and so
I didn’t have anything remotely resembling a grooved throwing technique. I’d have been lucky to
hit a barn door. And a hooker who can’t throw is like a goalkeeper who can’t save. That was how
I first met Simon Hardy.Clive: I literally told Simon, ‘Go and live with Thompson – spend every
hour you can with him.’ He’s got to be world class at throwing-in. Everything else he can
do.Simon [Hardy]: The first time I went to Steve’s house I asked for a coffee. He made me a
Nescafé. ‘I’m not coming in if you’re serving me that,’ I told him. ‘I haven’t driven halfway up the
M1 to drink Nescafé!’ Lesson learned; within twenty-four hours he’d got a machine. And then
that was it, we’d be out on the driveway throwing.Steve: Simon was the person who turned me
into a respectable lineout thrower. Any hooker on England’s radar, Simon worked with them. As a
player, you get lucky with the coaches that come into your life. I was never luckier than with
Simon – he just got me. Good job, really. I can remember enough about my character at that
stage to know that if me and Simon hadn’t got on, I wouldn’t have cooperated with him. I’d have
been an arsehole, totally not interested. Rather than just swallow it up, I’d have cut my nose off to
spite my face. Having said that, the Nescafé incident did almost wreck everything. I might as well
have served him a cup of boiled rabbit shit.Robbo: So long as he saw the sense in it, Steve was
always able to take feedback. While he didn’t sometimes like what he heard, he was able to use
it in the right way to enhance his performance. Because of that he was able to reach the peak –
to get everything out of his career.Steve: Robbo could be a pretty tough taskmaster but he was a
brilliant coach, mainly because he himself, like Simon, was always willing to learn. Rather than a
one-size-fits-all approach, he’d look at different players, take the best bits, and then work with
them to make them even better. The best coaches are always adaptable. Just telling someone,
‘Right, this is the England way,’ and expecting them to get on with it is counterproductive. That



just shows you don’t understand how people think and work. A good teacher is way more subtle
than that. That’s not to say he wouldn’t challenge a player. If he felt it was needed, he’d get in
your face. Again, that was good for me. It was exactly what I needed. I was at an age, early
twenties, where I was perfectly capable of being a dick at times.Robbo: I could question Steve, I
could push him, but I knew he always had that close support with Simon. For a player, when
you’ve got coaches challenging you, maybe criticising you, to have that one person there is
massive. That relationship was huge. You need a mentor to support you. That’s where Simon
was brilliant – all the unseen work he did with Steve was phenomenal.Simon: When you work
one-on-one with players, you get to know them. You get under their skin and see the real them.
Steve was very much into the mastery of the skill, whereas a lot of his other game was based on
ego. He worked hard on his throw because it wasn’t natural, but he had a real ego when he
scrummaged. I’d seen him at club level in training. There was a lot more banter with his
scrummaging – he’d be putting people through the mill. Players are different. Jonny Wilkinson
was all about mastery. Chris Ashton was all about ego. When it came to throwing, Steve thrived
on that mastery. He was pragmatic. He wasn’t worried about practice sessions being exciting, he
just wanted success. He just wanted to be told straight what he needed to do.Steve: Simon
taught me where my elbows and hands should be. He taught me about the importance of timing
and hitting my targets.Simon: The normal person in the street might think a hooker picks up a
rugby ball, stands there, and chucks it down the line, but there’s so many technical elements
involved – posture, balance, angles, distance, handling technique. Some of the issues I
identified were a hangover from Steve’s childhood days as a basketball player. The two
disciplines require a very different wrist position and when he got tired on a rugby pitch it wasn’t
uncommon for him to sink back into those old ways. Instead of targeting the ball, he’d loop it. He
also had a slight left shoulder injury which meant his left elbow came out wide. At least his hands
were the right size. Hookers with hands that are too big or too small struggle with the ball. The
perfect hooker is a bit of a Frankenstein’s monster. What might be an attribute in the front row,
such as big solid shoulders and stocky legs, isn’t necessarily compatible with what’s needed as
a thrower. You have to stick various bits together, give them a tweak and hope that they work. I
never pretended I was going to make him the best thrower of a rugby ball the world had ever
seen, but I was confident I could get him to the point where he could throw efficiently. I’d seen
enough early on to know he wasn’t a natural thrower but felt that together we could build a robust
technique.Robbo: It shows a determination on Steve’s part to make that transition to hooker work
as well as it did. To play in the front row takes something, it really does, and the way he went
about it was tremendous. As soon as Steve became able to throw and scrummage, and
improved his technique defensively, he became the number-one player for us.Grays: I can’t ever
remember there being a question of anybody else even getting within a whisker of that Number
2 shirt.Lewis: All of a sudden, he was flying. He went very quickly from not being involved to
starting and, once he was in, there was no getting him out. He was such a revelation. He was
massive, strong, quick, had great handling skills, and now he could throw as well.Ben: It makes



such a massive difference when you’ve got a front row that is so agile and can play. In the run-up
to that World Cup, Wally, Vickery and Woodman created a front row which was untouchable.
They were the definition of the new breed of front rowers, amazing to play behind because you
knew you were going to get ball on the front foot.Clive: The English forward pack used to play
slowly. I had a very clear view of how the game should be played if you want to win at the top
level. We spent a lot of time studying the All Blacks. In the end, I just said it: ‘The only way to beat
the All Blacks is to outplay the All Blacks – you have to play quicker than them.’ Quick, quick,
quick. It wasn’t headless chicken stuff. It was ball in the scrum – in, out, play. Ball in the lineout –
in, out, play. Tap and go. Speed of thought. I wasn’t doing that for philosophical reasons. I was
doing it because, play quickly, with everybody on fire, and we had a better chance of winning
against the top teams. If you want to have a kicking festival against Scotland or Wales, fine. But if
you want to beat the All Blacks, South Africa, Australia, away from home, you’ve got to find a
different way. For me we had to play in such an un-English way that no one would recognise us.
And that’s what we did. We had a forward pack that was unrecognisable – literally. In Thompson,
Woodman and Vickery, we had three back rowers playing in the front row. My job was to make
every individual buy into that idea – Dallaglio, Johnson, Steve, all of them. ‘I don’t want to be
faffing around – we’re going to be fitter than the other team and we’re going to run them off the
pitch.’ The speed of that team was unbelievable, and that was one of the key reasons for our
success, not just in the World Cup but over a four-year period during which we were almost
unbeatable. Playing this way worked. We were the most successful sporting team England had
ever had, not just in rugby – anything. Steve was key in making that happen. Absolutely. I make
no bones about it.
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Billt1412, “brutally honest and moving. Steve Thompson is, not was, a world class legend. His on
pitch commitment, courage and bravery were beyond belief. All this and more has clearly gone
into this incredible insight. There are thousands like me who have cheered him at the top of our
lungs and most of the opposition jeered, because he was so damn good. Rugby didn't 'give' him
fame and fortune, he earned it in every match he played. Even to reach the pinnacle of his sport,
he is a World Champion, without whom England would not have won the world cup, There are so
many who have wished or dreamt they were him. To have all that ability, skill and adulation but
now admit that given the chance again he would decline in is a massive eye opener into what he
is going through. The sport he graced, dominated in cases, is responsible for his current demise
and he should have all our respect.You will never read a 'sports' book like this. His soul is bared
for all to read and thanks to some true friends many incredible insights have been given to
us.The man is tough, he is a rock for family and friends and now his fight against CTE/dementia
is his target and his family his rock. You cannot read this story and not be moved. Steve, in
writing this you have earned even more respect. It would have been an honour to know you,
even during the 'silly' times.Improve your life and read this incredible book.”

legsandco, “Compelling reading. Well written to the point where you can feel his sorrow &
frustration”
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